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Abstract. An inner approximation algorithm that iteratively constructs subsets F,, of the 
feasible set Q and determines estimates by minimizing over each F,, is described. F,, is 
the convex hull of a finite set of points, called a base. An additional point is added to the 
base at each iteration. A method is given for deciding which points in a base can be safely 
deleted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the constrained optimization problem (P) 
03 min{f(z) : z E &} 
where & is a convex and compact subset of ‘!JY and f : P + !J? is a twice differentiable 
convex functional whose Hessian V2 f is bounded by: 
Let 
mI 5 V2f < MI with 0 < m 5 M < CO. (1) 
with S E !Rnxn , be a local quadratic lower approximation to f(y) and 
O(zj) E arg fin{f'(zj, Y> : Y E &I (3) 
be the global minimizer of (2). S is chosen to satisfy S’ = S 5 V’.f(z) Vz E Q 
(possibly S = 0). 
2. AN INNER APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM 
An Inner Approximation algorithm exploiting the decomposable nature of (P) is de- 
scribed in [5]. 
In fact the algorithm solves (P) by d ecomposing it into two complementary problems 
which are solved alternately through sucessive rounds. These two subproblems will be 
denoted (PI) and (Pz) and at iteration j are defined as: 
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(Pi) Find G(z~) as in (3). 
(Ps) Find zj+i such that zj+l E argmin{f(z) : .z E Fj+l) 
where 
Fj+l = convbjF,i (4 
and 
(5) 
denotes the base of Fj+l. 
REMARKS 1: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
A convex set Q is said to have been linearized if the approximating set is a convex 
polytope. If the convex polytope is defined as the convex hull of a finite set of 
points (called base) belonging to Q, then the set Q is said to be “inner” linearized 
PI. 
(Pz) can be viewed as a partial version of (P), i.e., the original problem solved 
over a linearized version of Q. 
Fj is an “inner-approximation” (since Q is convex and both solutions to (Pi) and 
(Pz) are feasible) and is defined to be the convex hull of the union of the base of 
the last approximating set and the latest solution to (Pi). 
The algorithm of [5] can be stated as follows: 
ALGORITHM 
Initialization: let zc E Q, bc = {IO}, set j = 0. 
1: 
(9 
(ii) 
‘(‘Y 1v 
Solve (PI), thereby finding c(%j). If solution is optimal for (P), STOP, otherwise 
CONTINUE. 
Define the base 
of the next “inner” approximation, Fj+l = convbf+l. 
Solve (Pz) by finding a Zj+l which minimizes f on Fj+l. 
Setj=j+landGOTO(i). 
(6) 
REMARKS 2: 
(i) It can be seen that with Algorithm 1 the maximum number of base points to 
be stored at each iteration can be j. 
(ii) Remark (i) reveals the desirability of a method based on some kind of redundancy 
which allows the dropping of points which are not needed for the solution (i.e., a 
method for base reduction). 
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2.1 BASE REDUCTION 
When it is possible to solve exactly subproblem (Pz) it can be shown that points 
p satisfying at iteration j the condition (Vf(%j),(p - %j)) > 0 can be removed [6],[7]. 
However if what is known is Zj, as an approximation to %j, the same procedure cannot 
be used. 
It can be shown that sufficient conditions can be established to ensure that important 
points are not rejected [5]. 
Consider the objective function f of Section 1. Proofs of the following results are in [5]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that J$ is an approximation to the unknown %j which minimizes 
f on Fj. 
Then ((P - zj>, V.f(zj>) > 0, and p can be discarded from br, 
if ((p - 4),Vf(4)) > 0 
and 
113 - .q, < ((P - 41, W(4)) MllP-+ll . 
This result depends on the unknown %j and so cannot be used for a test. However it 
can be modified to deal with the case of unknown %j. 
Let %* be the unconstrained minimizer of f(z) and {%j} a sequence in Fj ( generated by 
the algorithm that solves (Pz) ), of approximations to %j, which converges to %j. 
Now define 
5’; = {% E !JY’ : f(%) 5 f(%j) and ((% - %*), Vf(zj)) 1 ((yj - z*), Of@;))} (7) 
where 
and let 
yj E argmin{((y - %*), Vf(zj)) : Y E Fj} (8) 
Bj = {% E !I? : 11% - %j112 5 S/rn((%j - yf), Vf(%j)) = r2($)}. (9) 
be a closed sphere centered in zj and whose radius goes to zero when %j converges to %j . 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) Sj c Bj 
(ii) %j E Sj. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose Fj = conv{pl, . +. ,pp}. 
IfF E {PI,... ,I+) and (W(z), (P - z*>) L (V(z), (pk - %*)),k = 1, ... ,r for a~ 
.z E Bj:, then jj can be discarded. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that p E (~1, -. . ,p,} and 
cyj(%j) = (Vf(%j), (p - %*)) - rnn(Vf(lj), (pt - o*)) > 0. 
Then (Vf(z), (P - r’)) - maxP,fB(Vf(z),(pj - 8’)) > 0 for all 2 E B with 
aj(%j)/M 
B={z:llz-Z~ll< lljj_Z*ll+max 
Pk 
-zPllPE_Z*,I} (10) 
REMARK 3: B defines the set of neighbours, L, of zi for which c~j(.z) > 0 and is an open 
sphere centered at ~3 whose radius converges to 
A procedure can now be considered to test the vertex p of Fj. 
TEST: 
(i) Iterate the algorithm that solves (P2) until 
(Vf(%;), (P- z*)) > (Vf(%j), (P - z*)> VP # 17 P E bj”. 
(ii) Evaluate the radii r(Bj) of Bj using (9), and TV of B. 
- If r(Bj) < r&;) ( an d since, by Lemma 1, Zj E Bj) it will imply Zj E B and then 
by Theorem 3 
(W%j), @ - %‘I> - y+$$Vf(%j), (P - z*)) > 0 
i.e., (Vf(%j), (P - z’)) > maxpzdVf(%j), (P - z’)) 1 (Vf(%j), (%j - Z*)). 
and so, by Theorem 2, jj can be discarded. 
- If r6(zj) < r(Bj) either p is not discardable or iteration on i has to proceed further 
before discardability of p is revealed. 
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